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Listing details

Title:

Luxurious Residential Life with All Amenities in Central Bayrampasa

About Yorum Istanbul
Yorum Istanbul located next to the highway is found in one of the most prime
locations in the city center. The project constructed over 21.000 square meters of
land size brights with the proximity to Forum Istanbul Shopping Mall, innovative
elements including in, central location, and easy access to the metro station in
terms of the idea of dwelling.
Moreover, Yorum Istanbul which is designed by a successful architecture
Bunyamin Derman consists of 5 independent blocks that are based on living
architecture. 558 apartments including 52.000 sqm for sale range as 1+1, 2+1,3+1
and 4+1.
In addition to it, the project aims to increase living quality with a 16.000-square
meter landscape. Hundreds of plants including in the landscape make more
attractive to Yorum Istanbul.
What’s more, there are numerous social facilities regarding as cafe & restaurant,
fitness center, Indoor & outdoor swimming pool, kindergarten, coiffeur and more
so that Yorum Istanbul gives superior service and aims to introduce high profile
living standards with the innovative site management
Aside from interior features, Yorum Istanbul offers you posh amenities thanks to
the proximity to the well-known shopping mall named Forum Istanbul and public
transportations. Furthermore, due to being situated on the highway, you can
easily reach any important location in the city in your car.

Social Facilities
Cafe & Restaurant
Fitness Center
Indoor & Outdoor Swimming Pool
Kindergarten
Coiffeur
Sauna
Steam Room
Parking Area
Mini Golf
Tennis Court
Football Pitch
Children Playground
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Overview:

????????

On the route of O-3 Highway, Yorum Istanbul is rising with multiple amenities
from social facilities to daily needs aside from being found next to Forum
Istanbul Shopping Mall, public and private hospitals, schools, universities, and
more.

*Prime Location
*Easy Access to Public Transportations
*The Proximity to Qualified Schools and Hospitals
Why buy this property:
*Profitable Investment
*Ready to Move

????:

? 1,450,000
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Square Feet:

135 m

???? :

2 Bathrooms
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Bayrampa?a
Account Address on the Maps: No
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Title Deed Ready, , Profitable Investment, Modern Interior Design, Modern
Architecture, Suitable for Family, Center Location

Reference Code:

yorum3

